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Successful teaching requires the ability to deal with various kinds of student heterogeneity. Therefore, assessing and promoting students’ learning should be a core aspect in teacher education. Video has been suggested as a means to promote (preservice) teachers’ abilities to assess student thinking and learning. In our project, videoanalysis of student learning activities (e.g., while solving tasks) was employed into a
mathematics and physics teacher education course. Various data were gathered
from preservice teachers (PSTs): Written analyses of transcripts, questionnaires on
self-concepts and experiences, videos of the PSTs working on assessment tasks and
interview data. Data were used to investigate how the PSTs develop abilities to assess student thinking and learning as well as to analyse the impact of the courses.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Teachers’ ability to elicit and interpret student thinking is assumed to be a necessary
prerequisite for adaptive instruction (e.g., Kang & Anderson, 2015) and has to be established during teacher training. Video can serve as a tool to promote especially
preservice teachers’ (PSTs’) ability to assess student thinking and learning (e.g., Santagata & Guarino, 2011), even though research results vary due to the different conceptualisations and methodological approaches (e.g., Stahnke et al., 2016). In order
to investigate how PSTs analyse different videos and how instruction on criteria to
analyse student thinking is used, we utilised video ourselves as an assessment tool
(similar approach conducted, for instance, by van Es & Sherin, 2008). With this design, we are able to pay specific attention to PSTs’ processes of noticing and reasoning and how these change during instruction.
SETTING AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The study, supported by the German Telekomstiftung, has been conducted in two
educational courses for preservice mathematics and physics teachers in the middle/end of their initial teacher training. These courses are aiming to promote PSTs to
value a student perspective, to establish criteria with which student thinking and
learning can be assessed and to theorise how assessment and adaptive instruction are
linked. During the courses, videos of student learning activities (e.g., working on
physics experiments or solving mathematical tasks) were analysed and discussed by
PSTs in small groups and with the entire group of PSTs. For PSTs who study the
combination of physics and mathematics, the two courses follow each other, starting
with physics education. While both courses deal with video analysis, they differ in
two aspects. 1 – Order: In mathematics, the PSTs start with the development of in-

struction and then focus on assessing student thinking, whereas in physics assessment is targeted first and then instruction is designed. 2 - Involvement in videos: In
mathematics, the PSTs analyse instruction that they had developed and taught to
small student groups whereas in physics the analysis neither involve the PSTs as
teachers nor does it focus on teacher activity in general.
We are aware that our research cannot be considered an intervention study. However,
we expect that the similar general approach in the two courses (video as a tool to
train PSTs) and the differences (order, involvement) help to explore the following
research questions: (i) How do the PSTs approach videos under these different conditions? (ii) How do their approaches change while they learn? (iii) How do the PSTs
employ criteria established for analysis within and across the courses? (iv) Which of
the particular components of each course are experienced positively by PSTs, which
are, to them, not contributing to their professional development?
DATA, ANALYSIS AND FIRST RESULTS
N=69 PSTs were enrolled in the first main study (45 in physics; 24 in mathematics,
including 9 attending to both courses). Data gathered at different points of the courses comprise PSTs’ written analysis of transcripts, questionnaires (e.g., self-concept,
experiences), videos of the PSTs working in small groups on assessment-related
tasks in about 30% of the courses and interview data. Qualitative data has been coded with a specific coding schema, questionnaire data has been analysed with Rasch.
Preliminary results from the PSTs’ pre-post-analysis indicate a shift from a focus on
content and its accuracy and a more general pedagogical focus to using criteria closely related to domain specific pedagogical knowledge (questions i/ii). Criteria introduced within the courses were employed more frequently and also consistently
across both courses but seem to narrow down the focus (question iii). The PSTs report that they have experienced the courses as relevant and feel more competent to
assess student thinking and learning with a theoretical foundation (question iv).
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